
  

CLAIREFONTAINE [R-H] - 01 July 
Race 1 - PRIX LES AMMOS DE CLAIREFONTAINE (PRIX PHILIPPE PAQUET) -  2400m CLM CL3 
HCP. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. CURVER - Given a break since finishing 14L eighth in a 3150m handicap at Lyon-Parilly in April. 

Claims on earlier form. 

2. SANDSTORM - Down the field tenth in a 2400m handicap at Longchamp last month. Capable of 

better. 

3. T'BOLT - Successful by 3L in a 2500m claiming handicap at Saint-Malo twelve days ago. Notable 

runner. 

4. FROSTY BAY - Recorded a 2L second in a 2000m claiming handicap at Compiegne three weeks 

ago. One to note. 

5. MDRACAFEU - Raced from mid-division early when 3L fourth in a 2000m claiming handicap at 

Compiegne three weeks ago. Has won twice from five starts at this distance. 

6. HAPPY CHRISNAT - Held 8L seventh in a 1950m handicap at Chateaubriant last week. Needs to 

put recent efforts behind him. 

7. ABAN - Fair 5.5L fourth when fading late on in a 2400m handicap at Nantes eleven days ago. Stiff 

finish appeared to be against him that day. 

8. HAGAR BERE - Good 3.5L third in a 2500m claiming handicap at Hyeres five weeks ago. Top 

chance. 

9. SANCHO - Held 10L sixth in a 2500m claiming handicap at Saint-Malo twelve days ago. Step forward 

required. 

10. GREY SUNDAY - Failed to beat a rival home in three starts this spell. Unlikely. 

Summary: HAGAR BERE (8) delivered a 3.5L third in a 2500m claiming handicap at Hyeres. Taken to 
register an eighth career success. FROSTY BAY (4) warrants close consideration on the back of a 2L 
second in a 2000m claiming handicap at Compiegne. T'BOLT (3) rates a threat following a 3L victory 
when racing from the front over 2500m at Saint-Malo. ABAN (7) faded late on when 5.5L fourth tackling 
2400m at Nantes. Expected to perform better in this contest. Holds claims. 

Selections 

HAGAR BERE (8) - FROSTY BAY (4) - T'BOLT (3) - ABAN (7)  



Race 2 - PRIX LE PANORAMIQUE LE GRAND BUFFET (PRIX DES MARGUERITES) -  2900m CLM. 
Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. DUX - Held 9L sixth over 2800m in a Saint-Cloud claimer a month ago. Others preferred. 

2. DORTHE - Fair 5.75L fifth in a 2050m handicap at Krefeld (Germany) three weeks ago. Winner over 

1850m prior. 

3. AMANT - Below par 7.5L eleventh in a 2100m handicap at Saint-Cloud a week ago. More required. 

4. VADIRUM - Good 2.25L fourth to a subsequent winner over 2700m at Longchamp five weeks ago. 

Leading contender. 

5. LADY CARITA - Held 12L fifth in a 2400m claimer three weeks ago. Others make more appeal. 

6. CANIAR DE LUXE - Successful by 1.25L in a 2500m claimer at Nort-sur-Erdre nineteen days ago. 

Top chance. 

7. ANIMA LIBERA - Placed third when beaten 6.5L over 2800m in a Saint-Cloud claimer a month ago. 

Notable runner. 

8. GRINDELS - Improved on previous efforts when 3L fourth in a 2900m maiden at Durtal two weeks 

ago. One to note. 

9. TREIZE CHOPE - Last of sixteen in a 2100m handicap at Saint-Cloud a week ago. Claims on the 

form she showed in the spring.  

10. SHENKO - Held 23L fifth in a 2000m Class Two at Chantilly in May. This looks an easier affair. 

11. BUCHY - Good 3.75L fourth in a 2500m maiden at Nort-sur-Erdre nineteen days ago. Has run well 

in claiming company in the past. 

12. SOLIANKHA - Good 2.25L third in a 2900m maiden at Durtal two weeks ago. Strong claims. 

Summary: VADIRUM (4) performed well when 2.25L fourth in a 2700m handicap at Longchamp. Taken 
to get off the mark at the sixth attempt. CANIAR DE LUXE (6) demonstrated good form when winning 
by 1.25L in a 2500m claimer at Nort-sur-Erdre. Rates a big threat in this field. SOLIANKHA (12) came 
home 2.25L third tackling a 2900m maiden at Durtal. Shortlisted. ANIMA LIBERA (7) is another with 
claims following a 6.5L third attempting a 2800m claimer at Saint-Cloud. 

Selections 

VADIRUM (4) - CANIAR DE LUXE (6) - SOLIANKHA (12) - ANIMA LIBERA (7)  



Race 3 - PRIX FINGER FOOD BY XAKA TROUVILLE-SUR-MER (PRIX MONTAVAL) -  1600m UNR. 
Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. MYKAN - Unraced Recorder gelding. Likely to find a few too good first up. 

2. SAINT SIMEON - Unraced Le Havre gelding. Noted on debut. 

3. JACKSON - Unraced Ultra gelding. Likely to improve for the experience. 

4. RENARDEAU - Unraced Recorder gelding. Market likely to provide a useful guide ahead of his debut. 

5. SUPER ZOOM - Unraced Areion colt. Others make more appeal. 

6. SARALIYA - Unraced Distorted Humor filly. Leading contender for top connections. 

7. KARCALLA - Unraced Reliable Man filly. Represents a top yard on debut. 

8. COSTA EDITA - Unraced Shamalgan filly. Not written off first up. 

9. LANESEND - Unraced Sommerabend filly. Others hold more obvious claims. 

10. KAMALA - Unraced Raven's Pass filly. Of note on debut. 

11. GREEN SEA - Unraced Outstrip filly. Minor role likely. 

12. BELLCOM - Unraced Dariyan filly. Bold show expected. 

Summary: An intriguing newcomers race with the market likely to provide a good guide with regards to 
expectations. Reliable Man filly KARCALLA (7) represents a leading stable and is taken to deliver a 
victory on debut. Francis-Henri Graffard's charge SARALIYA (6) is a daughter of top US sire Distorted 
Humor. Rates a big threat first up. BELLCOM (12) gets a chance to shine for a useful stable on her first 
start. Raven's Pass filly KAMALA (10) is another with claims. 

Selections 

KARCALLA (7) - SARALIYA (6) - BELLCOM (12) - KAMALA (10)  



Race 4 - PRIX LA TERRASSE DU GRAND MANEGE (PRIX ARGUMENT) -  1600m CL2. Purse EUR 
€28,000. 

1. NIKOVO - Improving with racing and broke his maiden by 1.5L in an 1800m contest at Compiegne 

four weeks ago. Bold show expected. 

2. BREMONTIER - 10L tenth in a 1600m contest at Saint-Cloud on handicap debut last November. 

Others preferred. 

3. MASHMEDIA - Impressive 3L winner of a 1700m maiden at Granville last month. Of note in a tougher 

affair. 

4. KHAMMA - Completed a double when winning by 6L in a 1650m handicap at Craon eighteen days 

ago. Top chance. 

5. CHANTARELLA - Placed third when beaten 3.25L in a 1600m Class Two event at Compiegne three 

weeks ago. Notable contender. 

6. SILVER LINING - Good 1.25L third in a 1300m Class Two at Longchamp five weeks ago. Strong 

claims racing against colts and geldings for the first time. 

7. ROMANTIC SYMBOL - Disappointing 3.25L seventh in a 1600m Class One at Angers at the end of 

May. Better expected in this contest. 

8. TALK TO ME - Successful by 3.5L in an 1800m maiden at Lyon-la-Soie last October. Supplemented 

for this race. 

9. BLUE STARS - Supplemented for this following a 1.75L third in a 1600m Class One at Angers at the 

end of May. Of note. 

10. ALLADA - Fourth when beaten 2.25L in a 2200m Class One at Lyon-Parilly in April. Dropping 

markedly in distance. 

Summary: KHAMMA (4) impressed when winning by 6L in a 1650m handicap at Craon. Selected to 
complete a hat-trick. NIKOVO (1) warrants close consideration on the back of a 1.5L triumph in an 
1800m maiden at Compiegne. SILVER LINING (6) is shortlisted following a 1.25L third tackling a 1300m 
Class Two contest at Longchamp. CHANTARELLA (5) placed third when beaten 3.25L attempting a 
1600m Class Two race at Compiegne. Claims. 

Selections 

KHAMMA (4) - NIKOVO (1) - SILVER LINING (6) - CHANTARELLA (5)  



Race 5 - PRIX LES RESTAURANTS 2022 DU MEETING OF COURSE(PRIX DES AUBEPI -  1800m 
CLM. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. ROMANTIC ROSE - Held 11L ninth in a Class Two over 1600m at Compiegne three weeks ago. 

Better expected in this contest. 

2. ON LOCKDOWN - Below par 9L sixth in an 1850m maiden at Longchamp in April. Others preferred. 

3. JUST A PERFECT DAY - Fourth when beaten 4.75L over 2300m in a Le Mans handicap at the end 

of April. One to note. 

4. SANPEDRO - Good 0.75L third over 1800m in a La Teste maiden two weeks ago. Notable runner. 

5. JOYCE GALESTE - Held 3L fifth in a 1600m claimer at Compiegne three weeks ago. Step forward 

required. 

6. TARASHA - Good 3L third in a claimer over 1700m at Pornichet at the start of March. Of note. 

7. LA COTILIENNE GREY - Unraced Chichi Creasy filly. Likely to improve for the experience. 

8. BRAMETANA - Held 6L seventh in a 2350m maiden at Le Pin-au-Haras at the end of May. Minor 

role likely. 

9. JOLIENENE - Fair 5.25L fifth in a 2000m claimer at Compiegne four weeks ago. Claims if at her best. 

10. LOMA - Head second in an 1800m handicap at Dieppe two weeks ago. Bold show expected. 

11. TAKACORDA - Debuting for a new trainer following a 2.5L victory in a 1650m claimer at Machecoul 

in April. Noted. 

12. LA BAROCHE - Changed trainer since finishing 2.75L third in a 2000m claimer at Durtal two weeks 

ago. Not written off. 

13. CAPERCAILIE - Last of six over 1204m in a novice race at Redcar (UK) in April. Debuting for a new 

trainer. 

14. PRISCA - Struggled 9.75L twelfth over 1900m at Chantilly AW in February. Turf debut. 

Summary: LOMA (10) looks well placed to go one place better than when a head second in an 1800m 
handicap at Dieppe. Taken to register her first victory. SANPEDRO (4) warrants close consideration in 
first time cheekpieces following a third over 1800m at La Teste. JUST A PERFECT DAY (3) performed 
well when 4.75L fourth in a 2300m handicap at Le Mans. Dangerous in this contest. Placed third over 
1700m in a Pornichet claimer was TARASHA (6) who is another worth considering. 

Selections 

LOMA (10) - SANPEDRO (4) - JUST A PERFECT DAY (3) - TARASHA (6)  



Race 6 - PRIX LE BAR A CHAMPAGNE MUMM (PRIX DES TRIBUNES) -  1800m HCP CL4. Purse 
EUR €12,000. 

1. PEDRO DEL RIO - Victorious by 1L in an 1800m handicap at Salon-de-Provence five weeks ago. 

Bold show expected. 

2. INCOGNITO - Down the field eleventh over 1300m at Saint-Cloud a week ago. Best watched. 

3. IGGY CHOP - Good 1.75L third in an 1800m handicap at Chantilly in May. One to note. 

4. FAN ZONE - Close up fourth over 1600m at Compiegne three weeks ago. Claims. 

5. LE DEPUTE - Given a break since finishing ninth in a 1950m handicap at Le Mans in April. Others 

preferred. 

6. AL RASSOUL - Head second over 1950m at Les Sables-d'Olonne nineteen days ago. Notable 

contender. 

7. ZILLI ROCKS - Eleventh in a 2400m handicap at Compiegne last month. Look elsewhere. 

8. RISE HIT - Faded when 5L seventh over 2500m at Deauville AW in December. Top jockey up for his 

return. 

9. EVOCATEUR - Below par 26L eleventh in a 2500m handicap at Le Croise-Laroche six weeks ago. 

Unlikely. 

10. PAINT ISLAND - Fair 4.75L fourth over 1500m at Vannes in May. Not written off back in a handicap. 

11. WYOMIA JASMIN - Held 9L seventh in a conditions race over 1700m at Saint-Brieuc first up. Step 

forward expected. 

12. PAPA WINNER - Fair 3.25L sixth in a 2000m handicap at Saint-Cloud a month ago. Poor wins-to-

runs record.  

13. CORAL SLIPPER - Down the field thirteenth over 1350m at Wissembourg 25 days ago. 

Improvement needed.  

14. FEE HISTORIQUE - Faded when 24L twelfth in a 2100m handicap at Chantilly twelve days ago. 

Look elsewhere.  

15. HARDANCE - Struggled of late including when fourteenth in a 2650m handicap at Chateaubriant. 

Unlikely.  

16. PIETRA SERENA - Good 2.5L second over 1500m at Vannes in May. Blinkers worn for the first 

time that day are retained. 

17. HAYA'S CHOICE - Below par seventh over 1800m in a Saint-Malo claiming handicap last month. 

Minor role likely. 

18. LOVE YOUM - Raced from off the pace when 3.25L sixth over 2800m at Longchamp last month. 

Looking for a first victory at the fourteenth time of asking. 

Summary: PEDRO DEL RIO (1) is selected to defy top weight following a 1L victory in an 1800m 
handicap at Salon-de-Provence. Player. AL RASSOUL (6) recorded a head second in a 1950m contest 
at Les Sables-d'Olonne. Looks capable of playing a part in the finish. IGGY CHOP (3) placed third when 
beaten 1.75L over 1800m at Chantilly AW. Shortlisted. PAINT ISLAND (10) warrants consideration on 
the back of a 4.75L fourth over 1500m at Vannes. 

Selections 

PEDRO DEL RIO (1) - AL RASSOUL (6) - IGGY CHOP (3) - PAINT ISLAND (10)  



Race 7 - PRIX LE BAR DU GRAND HALL BY JC EVENTS (PRIX DE LA MARE AUX CA -  1800m 
HCP CL4. Purse EUR €14,000. 

1. SIMSONG - Faded when 6.25L twelfth over 1600m at Compiegne five weeks ago. Others preferred. 

2. SHOWMETHEGIN - Last of thirteen over 2200m at Amiens 23 days ago. Better expected over a more 

suitable distance. 

3. CLEOSTORM - Good 0.75L second in a 2000m handicap at Longchamp nineteen days ago. Leading 

contender. 

4. ASANDA - Successful by a head in a 1950m handicap at Les Sables-d'Olonne last month. Top 

chance. 

5. ALPENGEIST - Returning from a break when 4L eighth in a 1600m handicap at Lyon-Parilly. Likely 

to have improved for the race. 

6. SAGE DREAM - Struggled 36L fourteenth over 2100m at Chantilly first up. Look elsewhere. 

7. LICANKABUR - Close up 1.75L sixth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne three weeks ago. Claims 

if replicating that effort. 

8. EN MELODY - Cheekpieces tried for the first time following a 4.25L sixth over 2000m at Saint-Cloud. 

Making just her second start in handicap company.  

9. ARMORIGENE - Good 2L fifth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne four weeks ago. Bold show 

expected with the form of that race working out well. 

10. WHAT DO YOU SAY - Faded when 7.25L thirteenth in a 1900m handicap at Chantilly AW in April. 

Likely to improve for the race. 

11. PRINCE KERALI - Fourth when beaten 1L in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne last month. Notable 

contender. 

12. ALBERT BRIDGE - Midfield finish when 3.75L ninth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne 21 days 

ago. Others hold more obvious claims. 

13. AYGUEMORTE - Good 1.5L sixth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne last month. Noted. 

14. PARISIAN BELLE - Runner-up when beaten 0.75L over 1600m at Compiegne three weeks ago. 

Strong claims. 

15. LILLY DREAM - Struggled 20L ninth in a 2200m contest at Erbray five days ago. Unlikely. 

16. AYANA - Made some late progress when 3L eighth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne last month. 

Not written off. 

17. STAR DAYS - Last of fourteen over 1900m at Deauville AW in December. Likely to improve for the 

race. 

18. POLDINA - Failed to shine when 13L eleventh over 1350m at Wissembourg 25 days ago. Minor role 

likely. 

Summary: ASANDA (4) is taken to complete a double following a head triumph in a 1950m handicap 
at Le Sables-d'Olonne. Serious player. CLEOSTORM (3) looks capable of challenging for the win having 
finished 0.75L second in a 2000m handicap at Longchamp. PARISIAN BELLE (14) had four of her rivals 
here behind her when 0.75L second tackling a 1600m handicap at Compiegne. Shortlisted. 
ARMORIGENE (9) holds claims on the back of a 2L fifth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne. 

Selections 

ASANDA (4) - CLEOSTORM (3) - PARISIAN BELLE (14) - ARMORIGENE (9)  



Race 8 - PX LE DEJEUNER SUR L'HERBE BY L&D TRAITEUR(PX DE LA RTE DS ROS -  1800m 
CL3. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. FUTURE HISTORY - Bidding to complete a hat-trick when 4L sixth over 2100m at Saint-Cloud a 

month ago. Leading contender. 

2. SUPER SUPER SONIC - Caught the eye when 2L sixth in a 1700m handicap at Longchamp six 

weeks ago. One to note. 

3. HEARTBEAT - Debuting for a new trainer following a last of sixteen over 1400m at Longchamp in 

April. Others make more appeal. 

4. WOW - Fair 4L seventh in a 1600m handicap at Lyon-Parilly three weeks ago. Not written off. 

5. MILLEBOSC - Good 2.5L fifth in a 2000m Class One at Saint-Cloud on seasonal debut. Top chance. 

6. OMMEEL - Fourth beaten 4.5L in an 1800m conditions race at Compiegne four weeks ago. Claims. 

7. THE LAUREATE - Failed to make an impact when ninth in an 1850m handicap at Longchamp in 

April. Needs to put that effort behind him. 

8. MR - Unraced Polarix colt. Unlikely. 

9. GANCOURT - Completed a double when winning by a head over 1500m at Deauville AW in 

November. One to note first up. 

10. MEASURE OF TIME - Fourth having tried to make all in the 3100m Listed Prix Denisy at Saint-

Cloud in November. Strong claims down markedly in distance. 

11. NEMBO KID - Fair 5.5L fifth in a 1600m conditions race at Longchamp in May last year. Likely to 

improve for the race. 

12. LA ROSELIERE - Absent since finishing 14L last of sixteen in a 2200m handicap at this venue in 

August last year. Minor role likely. 

13. XOSPHERA - Promising 4.25L third in a 1600m conditions race at Angers on debut. Noted. 

Summary: MILLEBOSC (5) looks up to delivering a victory on the back of a 2.5L fifth over 2000m at 
Saint-Cloud. Leading chance. FUTURE HISTORY (1) is taken to challenge for the win following a 4L 
sixth in a 2100m event at Saint-Cloud. MEASURE OF TIME (10) showed form at a higher level last year 
including when 2.25L fourth in the 3100m Listed Prix Denisy at Saint-Cloud. Danger to all on seasonal 
reappearance. GANCOURT (9) holds claims having completed a double when winning over 1500m at 
Deauville AW. 

Selections 

MILLEBOSC (5) - FUTURE HISTORY (1) - MEASURE OF TIME (10) - GANCOURT (9)  



Race 9 - PRIX LE BAR A CHAMPAGNE MUMM (PRIX DE LA CROIX BRISEE) -  1800m HCP CL3. 
Purse EUR €21,000. 

1. JUSSIFER - Head second over 1900m at Deauville AW in April. Leading contender. 

2. SHYAMALA - Fair 4.5L seventh in a 1600m contest at Chantilly AW in May. More required. 

3. TRIMLIGHT - Last of thirteen in a 2000m event at Lyon-Parilly four weeks ago. Supplemented for this 

race. 

4. AZAMHAN - Winner over 2000m at Saint-Cloud on his penultimate start but struggled over the same 

track and trip subsequently. Not written off. 

5. CAESARS PALACE - Out of form in two starts this year including when thirteenth over 2000m at 

Chantilly twelve days ago. Others hold more obvious claims. 

6. JOAO - Successful over 1600m at Saint-Cloud in April. Failed to shine over the same trip in a claiming 

handicap at Longchamp later that month however. 

7. MORSAN - Struggled in three starts since winning a 1600m handicap at Vichy in May. Look 

elsewhere. 

8. HEY MAN - Below par 12L tenth in a 1650m contest at Craon last month. Minor role likely. 

9. CHARM KING - Good 1L fourth in an 1800m handicap at La Teste sixteen days ago. Top chance. 

10. GET SET - Fair 6.25L fourth in a 1950m handicap at Chateaubriant eight days ago. Has won here 

in the past. 

11. FIVE ICE CUBES - Fair 3.25L seventh in a 2100m handicap at Saint-Cloud in May. Form of that 

race is working out well. 

12. OSTIA - Not beaten far when fifth in a 1600m handicap at Compiegne three weeks ago. Vulnerable 

to less exposed rivals. 

13. PHILOSOPHY - Never involved when 10L ninth in a 1950m handicap at Le Mans in May. Claims on 

his earlier form. 

14. MAKSEN SENORA - Held 7.5L seventh in an 1800m claiming handicap at Fontainebleau in May. 

Open to improvement on just his fifth career start. 

15. QUIVIVEN - Course winner finished 4.25L third in a 1900m claiming handicap at Bordeaux five 

weeks ago. Notable contender. 

16. MIDGREY - Head winner of an 1850m handicap at Longchamp four weeks ago. Strong claims. 

17. SOARING EAGLE - Making his seasonal debut when 9.75L fifth in a 1600m claiming handicap at 

Compiegne four weeks ago. Likely to have improved. 

18. STORMY - Held 7L eleventh over 2000m at Longchamp nineteen days ago. More required. 

Summary: JUSSIFER (1) is selected to go one place better than when a head second in a 1900m 
handicap at Deauville AW. Leading contender. CHARM KING (9) rates a big danger on the back of a 
1L fourth over 1800m at La Teste. MIDGREY (16) looks up to delivering a big effort having won by a 
head in an 1850m handicap at Longchamp. QUIVIVEN (15) placed third tackling a 1900m claiming 
handicap at Bordeaux. Consider. FIVE ICE CUBES (11) took out a 2100m handicap at Longchamp on 
his penultimate start. Rates a threat in this contest. 

Selections 

JUSSIFER (1) - CHARM KING (9) - MIDGREY (16) - QUIVIVEN (15) - FIVE ICE CUBES (11)  



Race 10 - PRIX LE BAR ROND BY LES AMMOS (PRIX DE LA FONTAINE MARIE) -  1800m HCP 
CL3. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. PIC SYLVER - Runner-up twice prior to a 2.75L fifth in an 1850m handicap at Longchamp at the start 

of last month. Notable contender. 

2. MANDLEFT - Close up 1.75L sixth having raced from off the pace in a 2000m handicap at Lyon-

Parilly 27 days ago. Noted. 

3. KENARTIC - Fair 6.5L fifth in a 1650m contest at Amiens 23 days ago. Step forward required. 

4. VYSOTSKY - Eighth when beaten 12L in a 2200m handicap at Amiens last month. Placed on his only 

previous start at this venue. 

5. MISEREY - Below par 7L eighth over 1900m at Longchamp on handicap debut. Open to 

improvement. 

6. RUBIS GOLD - Good 0.5L third in a 1600m handicap at Chantilly AW in May. Of note having run well 

here in the past. 

7. MISTER CHARLIE - Struggled 10L ninth in a 1650m contest at Amiens first up. Improvement needed. 

8. AINTREEGIRL - Good 5L third in an 1800m conditions event at Saint-Malo twelve days ago. Placed 

on her only previous start here. 

9. CASSATA - Seventh beaten 11L in a 2500m claiming handicap twelve days ago. More required. 

10. DIWAN SENORA - Good 1.75L fifth over 1850m at Longchamp 29 days ago. Bold show expected. 

11. FAR MOUNTAIN EMERY - Fair 3.75L fifth in an 1800m conditions race at Nort-sur-Erdre nineteen 

days ago. Top chance having won a 1950m handicap at Le Mans by 8L prior. 

12. KICK BOXING - Down the field 3L ninth in an 1850m handicap at Longchamp. Not written off. 

13. CHERNABOG - Struggled 11L eleventh in a 1650m contest at Amiens. Best watched. 

14. MOLINO - Victorious by a neck in an 1800m handicap at La Teste sixteen days ago. Leading 

contender. 

15. MI C'INFILO - Seventh beaten 2L over 1600m at Compiegne three weeks ago. May surprise a few 

better fancied rivals. 

16. BEACON TOWERS - Good 3.75L fourth in a 1600m handicap at Bordeaux. One to note. 

17. MOUDIR - Step forward likely following a 30L thirteenth over 2100m at Chantilly first up. 

18. MARKLAND - Held 8.75L fourth in an 1800m claiming handicap at Saint-Malo. Improvement 

needed. 

Summary: MOLINO (14) won by a neck in an 1800m handicap at La Teste. Looks capable of following 
up. FAR MOUNTAIN EMERY (11) rates a big threat having won by 8L in a 1950m event at Le Mans on 
her most recent handicap start. DIWAN SENORA (10) registered a 1.75L fifth in an 1850m handicap at 
Longchamp. Rates a danger in this field. AINTREEGIRL (8) is another to consider following a 5L third 
in a conditions race over 1800m at Saint-Malo. 

Selections 

MOLINO (14) - FAR MOUNTAIN EMERY (11) - DIWAN SENORA (10) - AINTREEGIRL (8) 


